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HEFCW Corporate Strategy Targets 2013-14 to 2016- Data item required
1
17 relating to equality of opportunity and the
promotion of higher education

2013/14
actual
performance
to date

2015/16
34
forecast

2016/17 Fee
4
Plan target

T1. Widening Access
A rise in the proportion of all Welsh domiciled students
studying higher education courses at higher education
institutions and further education institutions in Wales
who are domiciled in the bottom quintile of Lower Super
Output Areas in the Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation
or in Communities First cluster areas, from 20.1% in
2011/12 to 22.4% in 2015/16 (a rise of 11.6%)
T2. Participation
An increase in the proportion of all UK domiciled students
studying higher education courses at higher education
institutions and further education institutions in Wales
who are from UK low participation areas from 33.2% in
2011/12 to 35.3% in 2015/16 (a rise of 6.3%).
T3. Retention
A decrease in the percentage of full-time undergraduate
students no longer in higher education following year of
entry from 9.2% in 2011/12 to 8.2% in 2015/16 (a drop of
10.7%)
T5. National Student Survey
The three year rolling average score for Wales in the
National Student Survey 'overall satisfaction' question will
be equal to, or greater than, the comparative score for
the UK.
T6. Welsh Medium
The number of students studying higher education
courses at Welsh higher education institutions and
further education institutions in Wales undertaking at
least 5 credits of their course through the medium of
Welsh, per annum, will rise from 4,335 in 2011/12 to
5,600 in 2015/16, including a rise from 2,269 to 3,030 in
the number of those studying at least 40 credits per
annum.

Number from CF / bottom quintile WIMD areas
Total Welsh domiciled
Percentage from CF / bottom quintile WIMD areas

1881
11331
16.6

1940
11094
17.5

1940
11094
17.5

Students from low participation neighbourhoods
UK domiciled students
Percentage from low participation neighbourhoods

5137
23448
21.9

4980
22638
22

5100
22638
22.5

Total
Number no longer in HE
Percent no longer in HE

4617
163
3.5

4599
210
4.6

4599
207
4.5

20142

2016

Score
3yr rolling average

89
89

90
89.7

90
89.7

5+ credits
40+ credits

321
233

315
227

330
230
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HEFCW Corporate Strategy Targets 2013-14 to 2016- Data item required
1
17 relating to equality of opportunity and the
promotion of higher education

T10. Employment
The proportion of leavers from Welsh higher education
institutions obtaining undergraduate qualifications
through full-time and part-time study who were employed,
studying or both six months after leaving will be equal to,
or greater than, the UK proportion.
T11. Employability
The proportion of leavers who were working, or working
and studying, who were working in a
managerial/professional job six months after leaving to
rise from 67.5% in 2010/11 to 72.7% in 2015/16 (a rise of
7.7%).

2

2013/14
actual
performance
to date

2015/16
34
forecast

2016/17 Fee
4
Plan target

2

Base population
Number employed, studying or both
Percentage employed, studying or both

2012/13
2886
2746
95.1

3133
2979
95.1

3133
2979
95.1

Number working or working and studying
Number in managerial/ professional jobs
Percentage in managerial/ professional jobs

2012/132
3253
2741
84.3

3255
2743
84.3

3255
2743
84.3

Notes
1) The Welsh Government has agreed to extend HEFCW’s Corporate Strategy to 2016-17
2) Latest available data for actual performance is for 2013/14 except where indicated otherwise (applies to NSS, employment performance indicators and DLHE data)
3) Latest forecast provided to HEFCW (please refer to paragraph 31)
4) We recognise that some FEIs will not be able to set fee plan targets against all HEFCW Corporate Strategy measures.
5) Supporting comments provided in this column are submitted to HEFCW in confidence to aid our assessment of plans. Please remove this column before publishing
your final, approved 2016/17 fee plans.
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HEFCW Fee Plan 2016/17 – Institutional Targets, Benchmarks and Indicators

This table has been left blank for institutions to submit their own targets, benchmarks and indicators.

Institutional
Target/
Benchmark/
Indicators

Target Description

2016/17 Target/Benchmark/Indicators

I1

New start-up companies established by
the University’s Graduates

85 new start-up companies

I2

Number of students participating in the
‘Cardiff Award’

350 participants

I3

Outward undergraduate mobility

17% of home students to be internationally mobile by 2017The
Global Opportunity Centre will:
 Provide a bursary scheme to allocate £443,900 of financial
support for: students participating in international exchanges
(semesters or years abroad outside of Erasmus); Schools to
develop curriculum related short term mobility activities; Students
participating on non-credit bearing study, work and volunteering
summer programmes.
 Continue to work with Academic Schools and Colleges to develop
further curriculum based, credit-bearing mobility opportunities.
 Offer 300 students the opportunity for non-credit bearing short

The University’s outward mobility
performance measure is the percentage of
home undergraduate students who, by the
time of their graduation, have undertaken a
period of at least 4 weeks working,
studying or volunteering abroad during
their time at Cardiff.
Performance will be measured in
November each year to capture all
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instances of outward mobility in the
previous academic year. Based on a
snapshot of activity in 2013/14, outward
mobility was 12% (565 of 4,866 home
undergraduate students), This constitutes
the University’s baseline for monitoring
progress.


term work, study or volunteering projects in summer 2016
through the Global Opportunity Centre. This will enable students
with caring responsibilities, family commitments etc. who may not
be able to undertake longer periods abroad to experience outward
mobility. Short terms programmes are supported by bursaries and
significant financial support, making them accessible to all. Cardiff
University bursary holders receive additional widening
participation bursaries and additional funding is available to
support disabled students.
Continue to implement a marketing strategy aimed at further
promoting mobility to prospective applicants and current
undergraduate students.

I4

Institutional NSS assessment and
feedback score

Increase institutional NSS assessment and feedback score for
every School to 80% by 2017

I5

NSS response rate

Achieve a response rate between 75-80%

I6

HESA widening participation
benchmark (see note 1 below)

To meet or exceed our performance benchmark as determined
by HESA

I7

HESA student retention benchmark (see To meet or exceed our performance benchmark as determined
note 1 below)
by HESA

I8

HESA employment benchmarks for
graduate employability

To meet or exceed our benchmark

I9

Number of Participants in Cardiff’s
‘Step Up to University’ Programme

3,000 participants

I10

Number of participants in the ‘Step Up

250 participants
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Plus’ Programme
Note 1 – HESA Benchmarks
Cardiff aims continually to improve its performance against the HESA benchmarks. The target is to meet or exceed the benchmark and, as
performance across the sector improves, so the benchmarks will rise and Cardiff will need to continually improve performance to keep pace
with its benchmarks.
HESA (the Higher Education Statistics Agency), produces performance indicators annually for all UK universities and compares performance
against benchmarks. The performance indicators are intended to offer an objective measure of how a higher education institution is
performing. The benchmarks set under each indicator are institution-specific and HESA gives the following explanation:
Because there are such differences between institutions, the average values for the whole of the higher education sector are not necessarily
helpful when comparing HEIs. A sector average has therefore been calculated which is then adjusted for each institution to take into account
some of the factors which contribute to the differences between them. The factors allowed for are subject of study, qualifications on entry and
age on entry (young or mature).
The benchmarks help to determine whether it is appropriate to compare the performance to two different institutions. HESA say: “if two
institutions have very different benchmarks, this is an indication that they are so different that comparing them would not give a helpful answer”.
In order to show the relevance of each institution’s performance against each benchmark HESA indicates whether the difference from the
benchmark is significant in statistical and/or practical terms.
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